Quilled Tree
By Hazel Lee

MATERIALS REQUIRED:
3mm Quilling Paper: Green and Brown.
Scrap of Red & Gold Card and Green Glitter Vinyl.
Pale Green Card and Gold Stamp Pad.
Gold Label Stickers: ZL696U-54 Starstrings,
ZL560U-51 & 54 Candles, XL214U-01 Wording.
Any Small Items to Decorate the Tree:
Sticker Dots, Stars, Beads, etc.
Quilling Tool and Cocktail Stick.
Tracing Paper, Pencil and Scissors.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: AP07U-30 Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:
Trace the tree diagram and place the tracing over a
piece of pale green card cut to 9cm x 13cm. Retrace
the tree to indent the image onto the centre of the
card, which will be used as a pattern.
Cut a 15cm strip of brown paper and wind it around
a cocktail stick to make a spiral. Remove from the
stick, cut a 3cm length and save the rest. Glue this
stem in place on the green card using the indented
pattern to guide you.
Cut lengths of green paper in the following sizes:
2 x 8cm, 4 x 9cm, 2 x 12cm and 2 x 15cm. For each
of these lengths, apply glue to one
end for about 1cm, bend the strip
to stick the other end to it aligning
the ends and forming a teardrop
with a flat end where it’s glued. Fit
the glued end into the tool and
wind about 2⁄3 of the length, hold
on the tool and pinch the loop to
shape the end (as diagram) before
removing it from the tool.
Glue the shapes to the stem
beginning at the bottom, apply
the glue to the straight top edge
of the shape and the coil, leaving
the curved edge loose will allow
the filling coils to fit easily. Once
the second pair of branches are
in place add the next bit of stem,
cutting to size to fit the pattern.
Cut green paper in the following
lengths: 2cm x 3cm to make into

6

loose coils (green), 2 x 8cm teardrops (red) and 6 x
12cm eye shapes (blue). Glue each shape into place
according to the diagram. Use a gold stamp pad to
dab the top of the quilling to give
it a gold sheen.

Actual Size

Cut a pot and add the stripes,
stick the pot in place using glue
along the side and bottom edges
only. Stick the design behind the
aperture, glue the card closed then
add the wording sticker. Peel a
starstring border, stick it around
the aperture and trim the ends
neatly at the join. Cut the sticker
candles from the cakes for the
ends of the branches then decorate the tree as desired.
The border on my card is made
from ribbled shiny red quilling
paper and some waste pieces
from a sheet of layer stickers. You
can get a similar effect using red
glitter borderline stickers and corners (ZL633U-54 and ZL726U-54).
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Hello,
We hope you enjoy this free article taken from a back issue of the Craft Creations
Magazine. You may hand make copies of the card(s) featured in this project, to
give away or sell, as many times as you like. You may not use the project, text,
pattern or pictures for any other purpose nor make the project using any kind of
automated process.
All the free articles available for download on our web site are at least one year
old. If you want the latest projects, designer profiles, gallery pages and more,
then you need to subscribe to the quarterly Craft Creations Magazine.
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* A free gift with every issue.
* 10% off every order placed with Craft Creations*.
* £2.50 off post and packing on orders over £20*.
* Prize competitions in every issue.
You can subscribe to the quarterly Craft Creations Magazine or purchase any of
the back issues from our online shop - www.craftcreations.com
* All Craft Creations Magazine subscribers will receive an additional 10% discount off their orders during
their subscription period only. Subscribers will also receive £2.50 off post and packing on orders over £20
(after discount). These benefits are not applicable on certain items such as: Magazine Subscriptions, Gift
Vouchers, Products already on Promotion, Special Offers or 'SPOF' packs and cannot be combined with
any other vouchers or offers.
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